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Romanian prime minister relinquishes his PhD
Victor Ponta says controversy over 2012 plagiarism charges is a distraction to his cabinet.

17 December 2014

Romania's Prime Minister Victor Ponta has renounced his PhD in international law. In a letter to the University of Bucharest, which he
posted on his Twitter feed on 16 December, he asks the university to take back the degree it awarded him in 2003. Ponta has been
dogged since 2012 by allegations that his PhD thesis contained plagiarized text — a charge he has always denied.

The allegations arose in June 2012, when an anonymous whistle-blower charged that more than half of Ponta’s 432-page thesis on
the International Criminal Court had been duplicated from other publications without sufficient reference — allegations that were
reported for the first time in Nature (see 'Romanian prime minister accused of plagiarism'). The University of Bucharest’s ethics
committee upheld the charges, but a government-appointed national ethics committee cleared Ponta of any misconduct in July 2012.

Since then, however, the issue has continued to plague the prime minister politically. It was raised in the media during last month’s
presidential election, which he lost to Klaus Iohannis in the second round on 16 November, and it came up again this week when
Romania's parliament interrogated Ponta's nominations for the reshuffled government.

In Ponta's letter to the university rector posted on Twitter, the prime minister writes that he has decided to renounce his degree.

“This is something I should have done before, the moment the public accusations regarding my doctoral thesis have emerged,” he
writes. “I did not do this because I considered myself in good faith regarding my arguments at the time and I did not want to mix the
political plane with the professional.”

“From today we have a new minister for education and research,” adds Ponta, “and I wish that their mandate will successfully fulfil their
objectives, without being disturbed by a topic that has become political.”

In summer 2012, a former research minister in Romania and several leading Romanian university figures were also accused of PhD
thesis plagiarism
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https://twitter.com/Victor_Ponta/status/544809831836971008
http://www.nature.com/news/romanian-prime-minister-accused-of-plagiarism-1.10845
http://www.nature.com/news/conflicting-verdicts-on-romanian-prime-minister-s-plagiarism-1.11047
http://www.nature.com/news/romanian-scientists-fight-plagiarism-1.11170
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https://naturenews.disqus.com/romanian_prime_minister_relinquishes_his_phd/latest.rss
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=Follow+up+story%253A+since+there+is+no+legal+basis+for+%2522relinquishing+a+doctoral+degree+title%2522+%2528and+for+good+reasons%252C+such+a+title+involves+academic+institutions+and+formal+committees+and+processes%252C+therefore+one+cannot+simply+%2527renounce%2527+it+as+you%2527d+return+a+gadget+back+to+the+store+because+you+decided+you+do+not+like+it+anymore%2529%252C+Mr+Ponta+signed%252C+on+December+30th%252C+a+Government+Emergency+Ordinance++%2528OUG%2529+to+modify+the+National+Education+Law+by+including%252C+among+other+things%252C+a+clause+saying+that+holders+of+academic+degrees+%2528including+doctoral+degrees%2529+can+relinquish+their+title+with+no+explanations+provided.+This+is+utterly+abusive%252C+since+it+is+meant+to+serve+only+Mr+Ponta%2527s+own+interests+-+get+rid+of+his+title+%2528good+PR+move%2529+without+his+plagiarism+being+officially+acknowledged.%250A%250AI%2527ve+initiated+an+open+letter%252Fpetition+urging+the+Romanian+Ombudsman+to+attack+this+OUG+at+the+Constitutional+Court+and+the+Ministry+of+Education+to+follow+University+of+Bucharest%25E2%2580%2599s+Ethics+Committee%25E2%2580%2599s+recommendation+and+withdraw+Mr+Ponta%25E2%2580%2599s+doctoral+degree+title%252C+based+on+the+documented+case+of+plagiarism.+The+letter+collected+already+over+1%2527300+signatures.%250Ahttp%253A%252F%252Fcivitas.dogaru.net%252Fnu-modificarii-legii-educatiei-care-va-face-posibil-ca-doctorii-sa-poata-renunta-la-titlul-de-doctor%252F%250A%250ACristian+Dogaru%252C+MD%252C+PhD%250A%250ALecturer%250A%250ASchool+of+Applied+Social+Sciences%250A%250AUniversity+Campus+Suffolk%250A%250AUnited+Kingdon&url=http://www.nature.com/news/romanian-prime-minister-relinquishes-his-phd-1.16583%2523comment-1772406040
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